LITERA LITIGATE
From chaos
to order
LITIGATE

Litera Litigate is a litigation
management platform that
connects every element of
your case, giving you key
information at your fingertips.

Why Litera Litigate?
To master a successful case, everyone
must be on the same page – organized,
informed, and able to draw the right
conclusions, fast. But when every team has a
unique workflow, it becomes harder to stay
on top of things and easier to accumulate
stress, unbillable hours, and chaos.

Case details change rapidly; you may
not always know what information you
need, but you’ll know where it is with
Litera Litigate. Litera Litigate modernizes
traditional workflows, helping teams add
structure, accelerate insights, and stay
connected throughout the case.

Add Structure

Accelerate Insights

Stay Connected

Eliminate confusion with
every case file organized and
linked together in an intuitive,
collaborative platform.
platform.
collaborative

Search for and access all
stakeholders’ documents,
files, comments, exhibits, and
transcripts 56x faster.

Build and prove your case
more effectively when all
information is tagged and
available at your fingertips.

[Litera Litigate] is an invaluable tool, providing a seamless way to integrate
critical case information and to provide clients with more effective data
management. It’s great to be on the cutting edge of litigation technology.
- Cynthia Arato,
named Lawyer of the Year for 2015 in New York for Entertainment
Law-Music by Best Lawyer,
Shapiro Arato LLP

Just last night, I found a needle in a haystack
with [Litera Litigate]. It’s been great.
- Attorney,
Defender Services Office of the
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts

Key Features
Case Connections
With custom tagging and hyperlinking,
Litera Litigate connects all relevant
documents, transcripts, and files together,
without depending on complex folder
structures or excel worksheets, enabling
real-time collaboration in a powerful,
simple-to-use tool.

Searchable Database
Using a smart keyword search engine,
search for documents, files, comments,
exhibits, and transcripts from all
stakeholders 56x faster. Plus, any nonsearchable files will be OCR’d upon
upload, making them easy to find.

All-Inclusive Witness Profiles
All case materials, such as deposition
transcripts, affidavits, binders, witness
interview notes, and more are automatically
linked to the subject witness when they are
added to the platform and displayed within
an “at-a-glance” summary page, making
it easy for team members to learn and get
caught up no matter where they enter
a case.

Dynamic Electronic Binders
Create, edit, reorder, and export case
materials as binders, even with just a
list of Bates numbers, with the ability to
make adjustments in seconds and then
send to print.

Highlights, Notes, & Transcripts
Be in sync with the entire litigation team
as everyone’s notes and highlighted key
findings are consolidated in one place.
Import all court reporter files, including
videos, at the same time and access
them alongside all other assets.

Proof Points
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Search 56x Faster

Binders 12x Faster

Witness Prep 5x Faster

Lightning-fast retrieval of
documents, key excerpts, and
notes across the case with
context-display search results.

Create, edit, re-order, and
export binders automatically,
including from a simple list of
Bates pages.

Everything relevant to a witness
is automatically cross-referenced,
from affidavits to transcripts to
key excerpts.

When you save time on everyday litigation tasks,
you can focus more on what matters: winning.

Helps All Legal Teams
Litigation Firms
Partners

Associates

Birds eye view of all
cases

Insight into case evidence
and perspectives

Paralegals

Knowledge/Practice/
Innovation Management

Reduce redundancies
in workflow

Access to institutional knowledge

In-House Counsel
Counsel

Legal Operations

Dashboard view of progress
and substantive issues

Insight into work stream
of outside counsel

For a closer look, visit www.litera.com or request a demo.

